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ABSTRACT: Supercapacitors offer high power densities but
require further improvements in energy densities for widespread
commercial applications. In addition to the conventional strategy
of using large surface area materials to enhance energy storage,
recently, matching electrolyte ion sizes to material pore sizes has
been shown to be particularly effective. However, synthesis and
characterization of materials with precise pore sizes remain
challenging. Herein, we propose to evaluate the layered structures
in graphene derivatives as being analogous to pores and study the
possibility of ion sieving. A class of pillared graphene based
materials with suitable interlayer separation were synthesized, readily characterized by X-ray diffraction, and tested in various
electrolytes. Electrochemical results show that the interlayer galleries could indeed sieve electrolyte ions based on size
constrictions: ions with naked sizes that are smaller than the interlayer separation access the galleries, whereas the larger ions are
restricted. These first observations of ion sieving in pillared graphene-based materials enable efficient charge storage through
optimization of the d-spacing/ion size couple.

■ INTRODUCTION
Electrical double-layer capacitors, commonly known as super-
capacitors (SCs), store energy through reversible adsorption of
electrolytic ions on the charged electrode surfaces.1 The non-
faradaic nature of this charge storage enables supercapacitors to
have high power densities and long cycle lives.2 As an undesired
consequence, non-faradaic charge storage also results in
typically low energy densities in SCs.3 Hence, porous carbon
materials [e.g., activated carbons (ACs) and templated carbons]
with large specific surface areas (SSAs) and good electrical
conductivities are typically studied as electrode materials for
improved energy densities.4,5 However, the traditional beliefs
about the large surface area of the material being a unique
strategy for maximized charge storage needed to be
reconsidered when complementary storage mechanisms were
discovered in nanopores (<1 nm).6 Following the work by
Aurbach et al. on selective electrosorption of ions based on size
(ion sieving),7 researchers have reported the capacitance
contribution from these nanopores in SCs.8,9 Extensive work
on carbide-derived carbons (CDCs)10 and ACs has since
revealed that the nanopores offer more efficient charge storage
by confining the electrolytic ions and thereby restricting
excessive charge screening by solvent molecules.4,11 These

studies also revealed that the ions access such narrow pores by
shedding a part of their solvation spheres.12,13 Recent studies
using Electrochemical Quartz Crystal Microbalance (EQCM)14

and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) techniques have
quantitatively confirmed such desolvation.15,16

Several reports have since studied charge storage in
nanopores and proposed that the maximum specific capaci-
tances are obtained when ion sizes and pore sizes match.17,18 In
particular, it was also shown that a narrow pore size distribution
(PSD) of a carbon material is essential for such observations.19

However, only a few carbons, such as CDCs and some ACs,
display narrow PSDs.4 Furthermore, reliable determination of
PSDs from gas adsorption studies remains difficult as the
density functional theory-based approaches require prior
knowledge of the pore geometry and heat of adsorption of
the material.4 To that end, combinations of characterization
and modeling techniques using NMR and small-angle X-ray
scattering are being used to allow unambiguous pore size and
geometry determination.20−22 In parallel, research on graphene
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derivatives for SCs has shown potential in their large surface
areas, electrical conductivities, and mechanical flexibilities.23,24

However, in the context of material porosity for charge storage,
much of the current research in graphene derivatives is devoted
to improving the morphology with a focus on interparticle
porosity,25 similar to the research on ACs. Surprisingly, little
attention has been devoted to exploring the unique layered
structures of graphene derivatives in SCs. Although the natural
graphitic spacing of 0.33 nm, defined as the intrinsic
intraparticular pore, could be narrow for some ions in SCs,
graphene derivatives are known to exhibit expanded layered
structures (extrinsic intraparticular pores).26 These expanded
layered structures could be precisely tuned, and the d-spacing
values describing interlayer distances could readily be evaluated
using X-ray diffraction (XRD). Recent study of electrochemi-
cally exfoliated graphene oxide (GO) films showed enhanced
capacitances when the d-spacing matched the ion sizes. This in
situ study offers a proof of concept for the impact of d-spacing
in SCs, but the low capacitance values of ∼1 F g−1 mandate
further improvements.27 Few other reports have studied
pillared graphene based materials in SCs, but the enhanced

performances could be related to only the improved
hierarchical porosity.28,29

In this context, herein, we study the electrosorption of ions in
pillared graphene materials with varied interlayer distances. An
analysis of such materials would test the possibility of ion
sieving and, thereby, ion confinement in the interlayer galleries
for efficient charge storage. A class of materials using GO as a
precursor and alkyl diamines as covalent pillars were
synthesized and then chemically reduced to yield suitable
electrical and morphological characteristics for SCs. XRD
patterns of the synthesized materials gave evidence of the
expanded structures with determination of the respective d-
spacing values. Extensive electrochemical characterization was
performed in SCs using electrolytes containing constant anion
but varied cation sizes. The observed electrochemical responses
clearly show limitations in ion adsorption based on size
constrictions, and a direct correlation between d-spacing values
and ion sizes was noted. These first results for ion sieving in
pillared graphene materials could help us readily design and
develop materials for optimized charge storage in SCs.

Scheme 1. Representation for the Synthesis of RPsa

aFor the sake of simplicity, the materials are depicted with single graphene sheets.

Figure 1. (a) Thermogravimetric analyses (50 °C/min) under a N2 atmosphere and (b) X-ray diffraction patterns of the synthesized materials. The
two different regions in XRD are attributed to graphitic (G) and cross-linked (CL) domains. (c) RGO is schematically represented with the G
domain, and (f) 6 RP is shown with both G and CL domains. (d) N2 sorption isotherms recorded at 77 K and (e) pore size distributions calculated
using nonlocal density functional theory for RGO and RPs.



■ MATERIALS AND CHARACTERIZATION
Material Design. GO has long been studied as a perfect precursor

for various graphene-like materials, because of its surface function-
alities that offer abundant chemical tenability.30 GO is characterized
with randomly distributed oxygen-containing functional groups, and it
is believed that the epoxy and hydroxyl groups lie above and below
each layer whereas the carboxylic groups are on the edges.31 This rich
surface chemistry allows covalent bonding of GO sheets with an
organic linker. In particular, a bifunctional linker bearing its reactive
functions at both ends is used to cross-link two sheets together.32 For
example, alkyl diamines, very reactive toward epoxide groups, have
been shown to be effective in forming pillared materials with tunable
interlayer distances.32,33 Hence, we use diamines with varied alkyl
chain lengths (5, 6, and 8) to obtain the necessary d-spacing values for
this study. GO is electrically insulating, and reaction with the alkyl
diamines could not ensure sufficiently high electrical conductivities of
these pillared materials.34 The obtained materials are thus chemically
reduced using hydrazine to synthesize reduced pillared materials
(RPs). Depending on the diamine used in the first step, RPs are
named 5 RP (1,5-diaminopentane), 6 RP (1,6-diaminohexane), and 8
RP (1,8-diaminooctane) (Scheme 1). As a control, reduced graphene
oxide (RGO) is also made by reduction of GO. Notably, as the GO
precursor is not specifically treated to obtain single GO sheets, it is
likely that each graphene layer in the synthesized materials consists of
a few sheets rather than a single graphene sheet.
Experimental Section. GO synthesis was achieved through a

modified Hummers and Offeman’s method.42,43 An aqueous solution
of well-dispersed 5 mg/mL GO was prepared and used as a precursor
for further syntheses. The initial synthesis of pillared materials, named
Ps, involves a straightforward reaction between various diamines and
GO solution (Scheme 1). 5 P, 6 P, and 8 P were synthesized using 1,5-
diaminopentane, 1,6-diaminohexane, and 1,8-diaminooctane, respec-
tively. At first, 150 mL of a GO solution and 57 mmol of each diamine
were mixed and sonicated for 10 min. The mixtures were then heated
at 80 °C for 24 h while being continuously stirred. The reaction
mixtures were then filtered, cleaned with an excess of water and
ethanol, and dried overnight under a vacuum at 100 °C. The obtained
pillared materials were further reduced by being treated with an excess
of hydrazine hydrate at 90 °C for 24 h while being continuously
stirred. The obtained reduced pillared materials were cleaned with an
excess of water, dried under a vacuum at 100 °C, and labeled as the
respective RPs (5 RP, 6 RP, and 8 RP). As a control to the RPs, RGO
was also synthesized by treating GO with hydrazine hydrate. For
reliable comparisons, the two-step protocol described above was
followed for RGO, as well.
Characterization. The physicochemical properties of the synthe-

sized materials were characterized using various techniques, and the
porosity characteristics were analyzed using scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and gas sorption studies. The thermal degradation
responses of the materials were obtained using thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) and are shown in Figure 1a. Consistent with previous
reports,30,35 GO displays a two-step weight loss profile with the first
removal of the adsorbed water occurring below 100 °C and an abrupt
weight loss around 200 °C corresponding to decomposition of surface
oxygen functional groups. Additionally, a steady loss beyond 200 °C is
also seen because of the gradual removal of stable functionalities.
Upon reaction of GO with hydrazine, the abrupt weight loss and
moisture removal are no longer seen, suggesting an efficient chemical
reduction. Synthesized via a two-step process, RPs also show no
removal of moisture or oxygen functionalities but exhibit a gradual
weight loss between 300 and 500 °C. Such gradual weight losses at
temperatures above the boiling points of the respective diamines are
attributed to the removal of nonlabile diamine species.35 Hence, TGA
shows the presence of diamine linkers and an absence of labile oxygen
functional groups in RPs. Furthermore, a careful analysis of the weight
losses identifies similar diamine grafting densities in all three RPs
(Table S1).
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed to analyze

the surface elemental composition of the synthesized materials. The

survey spectra of the materials indicate the presence of C, N, and O
elements, with GO showing O intensities significantly higher than and
N intensities significantly lower than others (Figure S1a). High-
resolution C 1s spectra of the materials show two main peaks at 284.5
and 286.5 eV for GO, whereas RGO and RPs have a single main peak
at 284.5 eV (Figure S1b). The observed C 1s signals were
deconvoluted and assigned as CC/C−C (284.5 eV), C−OH
(285.9 eV), alkoxy/epoxy (286.5 eV), and carbonyl components
(288.3 eV) based on earlier reports (Figure S2).30 GO exhibits a highly
oxidized nature in the presence of various oxygen-containing
functional groups and the predominant peak corresponding to
alkoxy/epoxy groups; on the other hand, RGO and RPs show a
significant decrease in oxygen functionalities, and the predominant
peak is assigned to CC/C−C. In addition, a new peak at 285.6 eV
corresponding to C−N was observed. The surface elemental
compositions obtained from survey spectra show a decrease in O
content from 26% in GO to 4−8% in RGO and RPs with an additional
incorporation of 4−6% N. These observations indicate efficient
reduction of oxygen functionalities and incorporation of N groups into
RGO and RPs. High-resolution N 1s spectra reveal a very weak signal
for GO and clear peaks, with varied positions, for RGO and RPs
(Figure S3). Deconvolution of N signal could explain this shift in peak
positions and the differences in N content between RGO and RPs. As
evoked in the literature, the diamines could react and form covalent
linkages with GO, resulting in amine N (399.2 eV), and instigate
further internal rearrangements forming pyridinic (398.2 eV), pyrrolic
(400.2 eV), and graphitic N (401.5 eV) components.35 RGO shows a
typical abundance of N in pyrrolic and graphitic rings because of the
strong reducing nature of hydrazine, whereas RPs have a major
contribution from amine N, owing to the incorporation of diamines,
and thus show a shift in the peak position compared to that of RGO.
These results reaffirm the presence of covalently linked diamines in
RPs as also seen via TGA.

XRD patterns were obtained to directly analyze the layered
structures of the synthesized materials (Figure 1b). Freeze-dried GO
shows a sharp peak at 13.5° related to a d-spacing of 7.6 Å, indicating a
high degree of oxidation in the starting material. RGO displays a broad
peak at 28° corresponding to a graphite-like pattern (002), suggesting
partial restacking of graphene sheets due to the removal of oxygen
functionalities during chemical reduction. Synthesized in a two-step
process, RPs exhibit diffraction patterns with two distinct peaks around
25−27° and 11−13° each. The broad peaks at larger angles
correspond to graphite-like partial restacking and indicate a degree
of reduction close to that of RGO. The relatively sharper peaks at
smaller angles show a gradual increase in d-spacing from 7.8 Å (5 RP),
8.0 Å (6 RP), to 8.6 Å (8 RP) with increasing lengths of diamines
used. Earlier studies have attributed these peaks to the expanded
layered structures caused by intercalation of diamines between the
graphene layers.32 Although the d-spacing values relate to the diamines
used, an exact prediction of d-spacing based on alkyl chain lengths is
difficult to obtain as it requires knowledge of the local orientation and
conformation of diamines.32 Additionally, the increased d-spacing
values demonstrate intercalation of the linker between the graphene
layers but do not confirm their covalent cross-linking. Swelling
experiments were proposed in the literature as an indirect way to
analyze the cross-linking of the graphene layers.32,33 If the RPs were
covalently linked by the diamine, they should resist swelling by
solvents. XRD patterns of 8 RP after it had been soaked overnight in
an ethanol/water solution remain unchanged and confirm that the
intercalated diamine indeed covalently cross-links the layers
(FigureS4a) as already suggested by TGA and XPS. In a parallel test
with GO (Figure S4b), visible swelling and a shift in XRD peak
positions are seen just after a few minutes in the solvent, thus
highlighting the lack of cross-linking.

In summary, the synthesized materials could possess two different
domains corresponding to graphitic-like (G) and cross-linked (CL)
arrangements. The G domains are attributed to partially stacked
graphene sheets with a d-spacing of ∼3.5−4.0 Å, whereas CL domains
relate to cross-linked graphene layers and are characterized by d-
spacing values of 7.8−8.6 Å. RGO, synthesized as a control material,
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has only the G stacking of the sheets (Figure 1c), whereas RPs have
both G and CL domains coexisting in a random manner (Figure 1f).
Additionally, the CL peaks in RPs could be seen to become narrow
from 5 RP to 8 RP when larger diamines are used (Figure 1b). These
sharper peaks with increased alkyl chain lengths probably arise from
improved flexibilities of diamines that enable formation of larger
particles. Hence, the CL peaks in XRD patterns evidence formation of
expanded layered structures and also suggest varied particle sizes
between RPs.
SEM images show a porous morphology for RGO and RPs without

any obvious differences (Figure S5). The observed morphologies were
then analyzed by N2 sorption isotherms recorded at 77 K, and the SSA
and PSDs were obtained using two-dimensional nonlocal density
functional theory (NLDFT)36,37 (details in the Supporting Informa-
tion). The synthesized materials exhibit type II adsorption−desorption
behavior with a hysteresis loop indicating the presence of micro- and
mesopores (Figure 1d).29 RGO has the largest SSA of 330 m2 g−1,
whereas RPs display lower SSA values, with values decreasing from
138 m2 g−1 in 5 RP to 130 m2 g−1 in 6 RP and 108 m2 g−1 in 8 RP
(Table S1). There are two plausible reasons that the observed surface
areas of RPs are smaller than those of RGO: (i) diamines increase the
overall inactive weight of RPs, and (ii) the diamine pillars may
sterically hinder the gas sorption and the interlayer gallery pores are
rendered as closed pores.38 If the interlayer galleries indeed act as
closed pores, surfaces of the graphene layers in the CL arrangement
would be inaccessible and result in such lower SSA values. The
calculated PSDs show significant contributions from micropores and
the presence of mesopores in RGO, whereas the PSDs for RPs vary
with the diamine used (Figure 1e and Figure S6). All RPs possess both
types of pores, but with increasing chain lengths, the micropore
content decreases and the mesopore content increases. This could be
explained by the XRD patterns that suggested larger particle sizes in
RPs with larger diamines resulting in such mesoporosity.
The characterization techniques mentioned above describe RPs as

being reduced, covalently linked, and morphologically suitable for
application in SCs. TGA, XRD, and XPS showed the presence of
diamines, while the swelling experiments provide evidence of cross-
linking. SEM and gas sorption analyses attribute a porous morphology
to RPs, and the PSD curves indicate the predominant presence of >1
nm pores with little or no contribution from smaller pores. The dearth

of such nanopores highlights RPs as ideal materials for studying the
distinct impact of interlayer galleries on SC performance. Furthermore,
the cross-linked galleries have d-spacing values in the range of sizes for
the commonly used electrolyte ions and thus offer a good template for
studies in SCs.

■ ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDIES

The ion sieving behavior of these reduced pillared graphene
materials was studied in SCs by using a range of electrolytes
with varying ion sizes. Tetraalkylammonium tetrafluoroborate
(TAABF4) salt solutions (1 M) in acetonitrile with a constant
anion size and varying cation sizes [ethyl (TEA+, 0.68 nm),
propyl (TPA+, 0.76 nm), butyl (TBA+, 0.82 nm), and hexyl
(THA+, 0.95 nm)]39 were used as electrolytes. A three-
electrode configuration in SCs was adapted to study the
individual electrode responses. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs)
were acquired by scanning the cells from open-circuit potential
(OCV ∼ 0.1 V) to positive and negative terminal potentials
separately to record the distinct anion and cation sorption
responses. For ease of comparison, all CVs are normalized with
the respective currents at 0.1 V versus Ag and the curves are
denoted with their respective d-spacing values: 0.78 nm for 5
RP, 0.80 nm for 6 RP, and 0.86 nm for 8 RP.
Figure 2 shows the CVs obtained for RGO and RPs in

various TAABF4 electrolytes at a scan rate of 20 mV s−1 in the
potential range from −1.0 to 0.1 V versus Ag. These scans from
OCV to negative potentials mainly relate to the adsorption/
desorption responses of TAA+ cations. When tested with the
TEABF4 electrolyte (Figure 2a), all the materials showed nearly
rectangular curves with no specific features suggesting an ideal
double-layer charge storage mechanism. Upon using a slightly
larger cation with the TPABF4 electrolyte (Figure 2b), the CV
curves of the materials remain comparable except for that of 5
RP, which indicates a slight reduction in current at the negative
terminal potential. When we move to an even larger cation in
TBABF4, both 5 RP and 6 RP show a steep reduction in current

Figure 2. Normalized CVs of RGO and RPs obtained at a scan rate of 20 mV s−1 in the voltage range of 0.1 to −1.0 V vs Ag using 1 M solutions of
(a) TEABF4 (Φ = 0.68 nm), (b) TPABF4 (Φ = 0.76 nm), (c) TBABF4 (Φ = 0.82 nm), and (d) THABF4 (Φ = 0.95 nm) in acetonitrile as
electrolytes. (e and f) Naked and solvated TEA+ species and their diameters, respectively. The chosen voltage window maintains negative
polarization in the materials and ensures adsorption and desorption of mainly the cation.
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at lower potentials whereas 8 RP remains mostly unchanged
(Figure 2c). Finally, when the largest cation is tested using
THABF4, all the RPs display significantly decreased currents
(Figure 2d). Moreover, the asymmetric shapes of CVs indicate
that these limitations in currents at negative terminal potentials
are not consequences of poor electrical or ionic conductivities.
In turn, the behavior of RGO remains nearly unchanged
regardless of the electrolyte used. These behaviors for RGO
and RPs were also observed when CVs were recorded at scan
rates of 10 and 50 mV s−1. The data given above clearly suggest
an explicit dependence of electrochemical responses from RPs
based on the size of cations used. This tunable ion accessibility
in RPs highlights them as sufficiently rigid layered structures
that can restrict ions that are larger than the d-spacing. As
already evidenced by TGA, XPS, and XRD, covalent interaction
between graphene and diamines is likely to be responsible for
this electrochemical behavior.
Studies of CDCs have noted such reductions in currents, i.e.,

the limitations in ion adsorption, when the naked electrolyte
ions are larger than the average pore sizes.11 In the study
presented here, though we observe a similar ion limitation, gas
sorption results have indicated a dearth of pores that are smaller
than the cations tested. However, as evoked earlier, the gas
sorption studies may deem the interlayer gallery pores in RPs as
closed pores that, nevertheless, could be accessible to ion
adsorption under polarization. Hence, the d-spacing values of
RPs were directly compared with the naked ion sizes by
plotting the electrochemical data as responses for each material
(Figure S7). 5 RP, with a d-spacing of 0.78 nm, shows a regular
CV in TEA+ (0.68 nm), but an increasing limitation in ion
adsorption is seen from TPA+ (0.76 nm) to THA+ (0.95 nm). 6
RP is characterized by a d-spacing of 0.80 nm, and it allows
TEA+ or TPA+ but limits TBA+ and THA+ cations. 8 RP
behaves similarly by limiting THA+ that is larger than its d-
spacing of 0.86 nm. These observations clearly show that the
cations are limited in RPs when the naked ion sizes are larger
than the interlayer distances. Conversely, the cations enter the

gallery pores of RPs when their naked ion sizes are smaller
(Figure 2e). Meanwhile, RGO shows no limitations indicating
that ion adsorption occurs only in the interparticle porosity.
Additionally, RGO shows perfect rectangular curves compared
to those of RPs probably because of its superior electrical and
ionic conductivities owing to a lack of diamine residues.35

The electrosorption behavior of BF4
− anions was analyzed by

performing CVs in the positive voltage window from 0.1 to 1.0
V versus Ag (Figure 3). Unlike the behavior under negative
polarization, RGO and RPs both show nearly rectangular curves
in all the electrolytes indicating no limitation for the BF4

−

anion. Similar results were recorded when CVs were acquired at
scan rates of 10 and 50 mV s−1. CVs were then recorded in the
full potential window of −1.0 to 1.0 V versus Ag and were
shown to correspond to the behavior of each material in
different electrolytes (Figures S8 and S9). RGO shows identical
half-curves on both sides of the OCV, suggesting no specific
difference for TAA+ or BF4

− adsorption (Figure S8a). RPs also
display identical half-curves when both naked ion sizes are
smaller than the d-spacing values, but if the cation size is larger,
a clear distinction could be seen between the two halves of a
CV. For instance, 6 RP shows an ideal CV curve with TEABF4,
but distinct anion and cation adsorptions are seen in TBABF4
and THABF4 electrolytes (Figure S8c). The naked BF4

− anion
is smaller than the cross-linked galleries in RPs (Figure 3e) and
is not limited; on the other hand, the TAA+ cations vary in size
from 0.68 to 0.95 nm, and their adsorptions are limited by size
constrictions. Hence, these observations confirm that the
interlayer galleries in pillared graphene materials indeed sieve
ions on the basis of sizes. Furthermore, the durability of the
diamine pillars was tested by cycling 8 RP in THABF4
electrolyte (Figure S10). CVs at the 50th and 500th cycles
show identical limitation for THA+ cations, and the XRD
patterns for the electrode before and after cycling remain
similar (Figure S10b,c). In particular, the presence of the CL
peak around 12° before and after cycling confirms the retention
of the pillars. Besides the characterization conducted on the

Figure 3. Normalized CVs of RGO and RPs obtained at a scan rate of 20 mV s−1 in the voltage range of 0.1−1.0 V vs Ag using 1 M solutions of (a)
TEABF4, (b) TPABF4, (c) TBABF4, and (d) THABF4 in acetonitrile as electrolytes. (e and f) Naked and solvated BF4

− species and their diameters,
respectively. The chosen voltage window maintains positive polarization in the materials and ensures adsorption and desorption of mainly the anion.
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material, these electrochemical analyses performed under the
influence of polarization provide additional proof of the
successful covalent anchoring of the diamine on graphene.
Otherwise, if the diamines were rather held by noncovalent
interactions, polarization of the electrodes during cycling would
lead to their release and to a structural change.
The direct relation between the naked ions and the d-spacing

values of RPs raises interesting questions about the ion
adsorption in gallery pores. Typically, an ion exists as a solvated
species in a solution, and the solvation number, thus the
solvated radii, depends on its interactions with the solvent.11 In
the study presented here, all the solvated TAA+ (TEA+, 1.30
nm) and BF4

− (BF4
−, 1.16 nm) ions are larger than the

interlayer distances in RPs, and thus, they could access the
gallery pores only by partially shedding their solvation shells

(Figures 2f and 3f). In fact, earlier work on porous carbons has
shown that the solvated electrolyte ions indeed enter smaller
pores as partially desolvated ions.15 Herein, we suggest a similar
partial desolvation for ions in the gallery pores of RPs.
However, advanced characterization using EQCM and NMR
techniques is required to quantitatively confirm this partial
desolvation.
Specific capacitances of RPs were calculated for both the

anion and cation adsorption from CVs at a scan rate of 20 mV
s−1 (Figure 4). For the cation adsorption, RGO exhibits close
capacitance values around 100 F g−1 in all four electrolytes,
underlining similar accessible electrochemical surface areas
(Figure 4a). In turn, RPs show comparable capacitances around
120 F g−1 in TEABF4 and exhibit lower capacitances when the
cations could no longer be adsorbed in the gallery pores. For

Figure 4. Schematic representation showing the limitation of TAA+ cations moving into RPs based on size constrictions. For the sake of simplicity,
RPs are shown as individual graphene sheets cross-linked together instead of layers of graphene sheets bridged together. Specific capacitances are
calculated from CVs at a scan rate of 20 mV s−1 for the cells tested in voltage ranges of (a) −1.0 to 0.1 V vs Ag and (b) 0.1 to 1.0 V vs Ag. Dashed
lines are added as guides to the eye.



instance, 5 RP performs like other RPs in TEABF4, but the
capacitance of 5 RP in TPABF4 steeply declines to fractional
values in THABF4. 6 RP and 8 RP possess larger d-spacing
values and thus show a decline starting with TBABF4 and
THABF4, respectively. Notably, even with this ion limitation in
RPs, some charge will always be stored rather than none as the
interparticle pores and the bulk porosity in the materials are still
accessible for ion sorption. For anion adsorption, RGO shows
similar capacitance values of ∼100 F g−1 in the four electrolytes
(Figure 4b). Because the anions are not limited, RPs also
exhibit close values in each electrolyte with a general trend of
lower capacitances from TEABF4 to THABF4 electrolytes.
Furthermore, the specific capacitances obtained in the full
voltage window of −1.0 to 1.0 V versus Ag mirror the results
seen for cations (Figure S11). RPs, with one-third of SSAs
compared to RGO, exhibit capacitances of ∼130 F g−1 in
TEABF4, close to that of RGO, and emphasize that the gas
sorption analyses do not probe interlayer gallery pores in RPs
and hence underestimate the overall electrochemically active
surface area available. In other electrolytes, RPs exhibit a
decline in capacitance from TPABF4 to THABF4 as the cation
limitation becomes increasingly substantial. The overall lower
capacitances of RPs compared to those of RGO could also arise
for a couple of reasons: the incorporated alkyl chains contribute
to the 20% increase in weight in RPs, and RPs exhibit an
interparticle micropore volume that is smaller than that of
RGO.
This study brings to light the possibility of using pillared

graphene materials as reference materials for ion sieving and
electrochemical adsorption in the interlayer gallery pores of
structured graphene materials. The combination of XRD, gas
sorption, and electrochemical analyses allowed us to identify
the electrochemically active porosity in these systems. Although
the observed capacitances already occur in the range of that of
RGO and the current literature40,41 (Table S2), pillared
materials offer tremendous possibilities for improvements in
both power and energy densities. Strategies such as using RPs
that are synthesized with a low density of pillars could improve
ionic diffusion and simultaneously ensure both higher power
and energy densities. Additionally, the conventional strategy of
developing hierarchical porosity in addition to the interlayer
galleries could also enhance ion accessibility and charge storage.

■ CONCLUSIONS
A class of reduced pillared graphene materials with tunable
interlayer galleries were readily synthesized using alkyl diamines
as cross-links. A family of tetraalkylammonium tetrafluorobo-
rate salts with constant anion and varying cation sizes in
acetonitrile were used as electrolytes in SCs. The observed
electrochemical responses for RGO show no ion specific
limitation suggesting that the ion sorption occurs only in the
interparticle porosity, whereas RPs show limitations based on
size constrictions indicating that the ions mainly adsorb in the
interlayer gallery pores. Ions are limited if their naked sizes are
larger than the d-spacing of RP and thus show that the
interlayer galleries sieve ions on the basis of size. This direct
correlation between naked ion size and gallery spacing suggests
partial desolvation of the electrolyte ions during adsorption.
Further experiments using different solvents and character-
ization techniques are being analyzed to understand this
desolvation. These first results of ion sieving in pillared
graphene materials could help us readily design and develop
strategies for optimized charge storage in SCs.
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Characterization techniques 

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of all samples were performed with Setaram 
TGA 92 at a heating ramp rate of 5oC/min from 30oC to 800oC under N2 atmosphere. 
The crystallographic structures of the materials were determined by a wide-angle X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) system on a Panalytical X'pert PRO X-ray diffractometer using a Co 
Kα radiation source (λ=1.79 Å). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were 
performed using a PHI Versa Probe II spectrometer with a monochromatized Al Kα X-
ray source (1486.6 eV) focalized to a spot of 100 µm and with an electron take-off angle 

of θ = 45°. Survey spectra of the photo-emitted electrons were recorded with a pass 
energy of 117 eV and the high-resolution spectra with a pass energy of 23.5 eV.  The 
deconvolution of C 1s and N 1s core-level spectra was performed by fitting the 
individual components at values obtained from earlier reports by using Casa XPS 
software1. Spectra were fitted into Gaussian-Lorentzian (30) shaped curves with full 
width at half maximum values kept under 1.5 in all cases. The morphology of the 
materials was characterized using a Zeiss Ultra 55 electron microscope at an 
accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Porosity characteristics were calculated from N2 sorption 
isotherms measured at 77 K with Micromeritics ASAP 3020 porosimeter. Prior to the 
analysis samples have been subjected to a degazing at 100°C for 24h. The adsorption 
isotherms were obtained and the specific surface area and the pore size distributions 
(PSD) were calculated by assuming a graphene-based structural framework and using a 
2D non-local density functional theory (NLDFT) treatment of the fluid density in the 
pores which are considered as energetically heterogeneous2. 

Electrochemical analysis 

The synthesized materials were tested in a three-electrode supercapacitor 
configuration with porous carbon (YP50) as counter, silver wire as reference electrodes 
and a 25 μm thick cellulose sheet as a separator. Large porous carbon electrodes with 
excess weight were used to counter the charges and ensure distinct responses from the 
working electrodes. A custom-built Swagelok type cell was used to assemble the cell 
components. The working electrodes were fabricated as a slurry by mixing active 
materials, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and acetylene black carbon in a ratio of 
80:10:10 using N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone and are coated onto 0.5 cm2 stainless steel disks. 
The as prepared electrodes were dried at 65oC in air for 3 h prior to drying under 
vacuum at 120oC overnight. The dried electrodes were noted to weigh 1 - 1.5 mg 
resulting in loading densities of 2-3 mg/cm2. 1M tetralkylammonium tetrafluoroborate 
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(TAABF4) salt solutions in anhydrous acetonitrile with varying cations; ethyl (TEABF4), 
propyl (TPABF4), butyl (TBABF4) and hexyl (THABF4), are used as electrolytes. The 
performances of SC were evaluated using cyclic voltammetry (CV) at various scan 
rates.  A multichannel VMP3 potentiostat/galvanostat with EC-Lab software (Biologic) 
was used for all electrochemical techniques. CV measurements were performed 
between - 1 to 1 V vs. Ag. at scan rates of 10, 20 and 50 mV s-1. The gravimetric 
capacitances (C) were derived from CV curves using the equation C = (ʃ I(v).dv) 
/(m(dv/dt).V),  where ʃ I(v).dv is the total area under the curve in the potential 
window, dv/dt is the scan rate, m is the mass of the active material in the working 
electrode and V is the total potential window.  
 
 

 
Table S1. Thermal gravimetric weight loss values, elemental composition values from 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and d-spacing obtained from X-ray diffraction 
spectra for the synthesized materials. The grafting densities of the diamines in 
different RPs were calculated by normalizing TGA weight losses with respect to RGO 
and dividing by the respective diamine molecular weights. Weight losses at 800oCa 
were used for this calculation assuming that all the diamines in RPs would be degraded 
by this temperature. bWeight losses in RPs normalized with RGO as baseline. 
cAdjusted weight loss of RPs were divided by the respective diamine molecular weights 
for a comparison of the amounts of diamine.  
  

 
 

Material 

TGA Analyses XPS - Elemental 
Composition 

XRD 
Analyses 

BET 
Analyses 

Wt. 
loss 
(%)a 

Wt. loss 
with 

RGO as 
Ref.b 

Grafting 

density
c
 

C  
% 

O  
% 

N 
% 

d  
(Å)  
G 

d 
 (Å) 
 CL 

Specific 
Surface 

Area (m2/g) 

GO 43 - - 74.7 25.3 - - 7.6  

RGO 14 - - 91.2 4.5 4.3 3.7 - 330 

5 RP 31 17 0.16 86.5 8.0 5.3 3.9 7.8 138 

6 RP 33 19 0.15 86.8 7.6 5.4 3.9 8.0 130 

8 RP 37 23 0.16 86.8 7.6 5.5 4.0 8.6 108 
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Figure S1. X-ray photoelectron (a) survey scans and (b) C 1s high-resolution spectra of 
GO, RGO and RPs. The spectra indicate presence of C, N and O elements in the 
materials with GO showing significantly higher O intensities compared to others.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Figure S2. C 1s high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra of (a) GO, (b) RGO, (c) 5 
RP, (d) 6 RP and (e) 8 RPs. The signals from C atoms in different chemical 
environments are deconvoluted as C-C/C=C (284.5 eV), C-N (285.6 eV), C-OH (285.9 
eV), epoxy/alkoxy (286.5 eV) and carbonyl groups (288.3 eV). 
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Figure S3. (a) N 1s high-resolution X-ray photoelectron spectra of GO, RGO and RPs. 
Deconvolutions of high resolution N 1s signal into pyridinic (398.2 eV), amine (399.2 
eV), pyrrolic (400.2 eV), and graphitic (401.5 eV) components for (b) RGO, (c) 5 RP (d) 
6 RP and (e) 8 RP. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure S4. (a) X-Ray diffraction spectra of 8 RP before and after soaking in 80% 
ethanol-water solution for overnight, (b) X-Ray diffraction spectra of GO before and 
after soaking in 80% ethanol-water solution for 5 minutes. Even after soaking 
overnight in ethanol-water solution, XRD pattern of 8 RP remains unchanged 
confirming that the presence of covalent crosslinks between the sheets. Visible 
swelling and shift in XRD peak positions is seen in GO after just few minutes in solvent 
and thus highlighting the lack of cross-linking. 
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Figure S5. Scanning electron microscopy images of (a) RGO, (b) 5 RP, (c) 6 RP and (d) 
8 RP. 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure S6. Cumulative porous volumes of the synthesized materials. 
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Figure S7. Normalized CVs of (a) RGO (b) 5 RP (d = 0.78 nm), (c) 6 RP (d = 0.80 nm) 
and (d) 8 RP (d = 0.86 nm) obtained using various 1 M TAABF4 / acetonitrile 
electrolytes at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1 in the voltage range of -1.0 V to 0.1 V vs. Ag. RGO 
lacks nanopores or cross-linked interlayer galleries and hence does not show any 
specific limitation to TAA+ cations. 
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Figure S8. Normalized CVs of (a) RGO (b) 5 RP (d = 0.78 nm), (c) 6 RP (d = 0.80 nm) 
and (d) 8 RP (d = 0.86 nm) obtained using various 1 M TAABF4 / acetonitrile 
electrolytes at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1 in the voltage range of -1.0 V to 1.0 V vs. Ag. RGO 
lacks pores or inter layer galleries spacing below 1 nm and hence doesn’t show any 
specific limitation to TAA+ cations. 
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Figure S9. Normalized CVs of RGO and RPs obtained at scan rates of 20 mV s-1 in the 
voltage range of -1.0 V to 1.0 V vs. Ag using 1 M solutions of (a) TEABF4 (Ф= 0.68 nm), 
(b) TPABF4 (Ф= 0.76 nm), (c) TBABF4 (Ф= 0.82 nm), and (d) THABF4 (Ф= 0.95 nm) in 
acetonitrile as electrolytes.  
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Figure S10. (a) Normalized charge-discharge capacitances of 8RP obtained from CVs in 
1M THABF4/AN at 50 mV/s scan rate in the potential range of -1 to 1 V vs. Ag over 500 
cycles. (b) CV curves for the 50th and the 500th cycles and (c) Ex-situ XRD patterns of 8 
RP electrode before and after 500 CV cycles at 50 mV/s scan rate in the potential range 
of -1 to 1 V vs. Ag. Cross-linking (CL) peak is retained even after 500 CV cycles. In 
addition, peaks corresponding to PVDF binder and stainless steel current collector are 
also seen. 
 
 

 
 
Figure S11. Specific capacitances are calculated from CVs at 20 mV s-1 for the cells tested 
in the voltage range of -1.0 V to 1.0 V vs. Ag. Values are shown with (a) variation in the 
electrolyte and (b) change in the material.   
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Material Electrolyte Specific Capacitance 
(F/g)  

(Conditions) 

Reference 

Commercial activated 
carbon 

- 80~120 3 

Carbide derived carbon EMIMTFSI 160 (0.3 A/g) 4 

Chemically reduced 
graphene 

TEABF4/AN 99 (1.3 A/g) 5 

Activated graphene EMIMBF4 231 (1 A/g) 6 

a-MEGO BMIMIBF4/AN 165 (1 A/g) 7 

5 RP (This work) TEABF4/AN 130 (20 mV s-1) 

154 (1 A/g) 

- 

 
Table S2. Comparison between the performances of various carbons found in the 
literature.  
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